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Traveling Through Time and Memory,
Thanks to Adès and Beethoven
By ZACHARY WOOLFE

No music captures the time-crossing potential of the Mostly Mozart Festival quite like Thomas
Adès’s “Arcadiana,” which the Calder Quartet played in a superb late-night concert at the Kaplan
Penthouse on Saturday.

In this 1994 work, one of Mr. Adès’s early masterpieces, the style is spikily contemporary, but the
subject, as the title suggests, is nostalgia. Each of the seven movements explores a different theme,
fracturing and recasting bits of old music in an uncanny evocation of the way memory works.
When the piece is played well, we hear the past — and experience our desire to recapture it —
anew.

Fragments of melody at a normal range are surrounded by strange, playful plucks and jitters much
quieter and higher. The twinkling high notes of Mozart’s Queen of the Night glimmer in the
textures of the second section, “Das klinget so herrlich, das klinget so schön.”

“Auf dem Wasser zu singen” offers a glimpse of Schubert. The penultimate movement, “O Albion,”
is a lush, longing hymn that evokes both Elgar and the aching Cavatina in Beethoven’s String
Quartet No. 13, Op. 130.

The Calder, its sound full and penetrating even during ethereal passages, chose to pair it not with
the Op. 130 quartet but with Op. 131, another work, like the Adès, whose seven movements are
played without pause.

It is also a work, like “Arcadiana,” that looks simultaneously backward and forward. In the third-
movement Allegro, Beethoven at first throws the style back into the 18th century, with the violist
(Jonathan Moerschel) and second violinist (Andrew Bulbrook) playing pert quarter notes
underneath an elegant melody in the first violin (Benjamin Jacobson) and cello (Eric Byers).

But things quickly heat from this crisp Classicism into a proto-Romantic fury, as if decades of
music history were being sped through in a few seconds. Later, in the final page or so of the Presto
movement, the disintegration of the theme felt just like Adès. This music can be mischievous; the
Calder, playing with careful balancing of the complex voices, made it sound ferocious.

The Mostly Mozart Festival Orchestra, which was led by Andrew Manze earlier on Saturday



evening at Avery Fisher Hall, could have learned something from the quartet about sustaining
intensity. Mr. Manze is demonstrative, practically begging the players for passion. The results often
have snap for a moment but fail to accrue force and meaning over the course of a movement.

So this was an account of Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 2 in which the Rondo finale had a sharp
rhythmic profile but didn’t go anywhere. Poised yet static, it merely swung in place, and Emanuel
Ax, the soloist, was all too happy to oblige with playing of sweet, cozy geniality.

In yet more Beethoven, the “Pastoral” Symphony, there were passages of polished beauty, but in
the Andante, the violins’ phrase endings sounded wiry. The stately expansiveness of the end of the
opening Allegro wasn’t matched by the close of the work. There the lack of a slow build meant that
the finale — which can have heart-rending grandeur — was merely pleasant. Without tension,
there’s no release.

The Mostly Mozart festival continues through Aug. 24 at Lincoln Center; (212) 721-6500,

mostlymozart.org.
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